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                It's about more than just cooking
            







    
        
            
                
Cooking is not just a necessary job - and eating is not just food. Cooking and baking: There is a lot of passion around it. The scent of fresh vegetables, spicy herbs and good meat, when fried in a pan and creating that special feeling. A feeling of home. The kitchen is the place where you exchange secrets, make plans and laugh with your loved one.






            

            
                
Simply the linchpin for your family. Making this place your favorite place is our mission - and the aspiration with which we design technology. Technology for you. Technology for your family.






            

        

    











    
        
            
                



Extractor hoods
The smell of good food is terrific. But after dinner kitchen odors are rather unpleasant. No problem with our stylish and extra silent kitchen hoods.








            

            
                



Cooktop extractors
A true kitchen revolution: A discreet extractor located at the very back of the hob - for fresh air and cooking without any obstacles.








            

        

    



    
        
            
                



Hobs
Induction, gas - or would you prefer a Hilight hob? ORANIER is happy to advise you and offer you a wide selection, tasteful designs and combined with high quality.








            

            
                



Built-in ovens
The oven is the heart of every kitchen - and you should be able to count on it to work reliably. We help you to choose the right one.








            

        

    



    
        
            
                



Built in oven combinations
An ORANIER built-in oven combination cleverly combines a built-in electric cooker with a gas hob or a glass ceramic hob. It does not get better.








            

            
                



Microwaves
For extra-fast cooking, grilling or warming up of food, we recommend our microwaves - and our steamers for gentle cooking without loss of vitamins.








            

        

    



    
        
            
                



Dishwashers
No matter in which size, whether fully integrated or with trim: our dishwashers always offer you a clean solution.








            

            
                



Fridges / fridge-freezers
We have the choice: built-in or freestanding, with or without freezer? Together we find the fridge that suits you and your life.








            

        

    



    
        
            
                



Stationary freestanding cookers
It does not always have to be a fitted kitchen. With our freestanding devices you remain flexible - e.g. with electrical and gas appliances, a cooking baking station or a combination of cooking and heating device.
 








            

            
                
            

        

    

















                More for your family: Your ORANIER-Plus.
            







    
    
            

    
        
            











                Perfect solutions
            
Our products should make your life simpler - e.g. with whisper-quiet cooktop extractors, induction hobs with warm keeping levels. Besides that we offer modern ovens with even baking results and highly effective kitchen hoods.








        

        
            











                Innovation
            
Did you know? Many market innovations originate from our company: from the gas under glass technology to the full surface induction with 6 cooking zones, elegant white sliders - ORANIER has set many trends.
 








        

        
            











                High quality
            
We do not compromise on workmanship and materials. With stainless interiors in our dishwashers instead of plastic, and cooker hoods which have supersmooth edges.
 








        

    





    
        
            











                Timeless design
            
Your kitchen is the center of your home. Here you should feel good - not only today, but for a long time. That's why we rely on designs that fit into your home in the long term.








        

        
            











                Reasonable prices
            
At ORANIER you get great features, a sleek design, high quality and reliable technology at an attractive and reasonable price.








        

        
            
        

    




            
    




    

    



    
        


    

    
    
        
            
                

                Stay in touch with us
            
Tips, tricks, information and everything for your home's in the web.
 






            

            
                
VISIT US ON FACEBOOK
VISIT US ON YOUTUBE
VISIT US ON INSTAGRAM






            

        

    



    
        
            
                



Technology for your family
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